HOW JUST ONE 'ODD' MARKET
PHENOMENON MADE ME

$47,692.27
In A Single Day
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THE PHENOMENON
A Discovery That Changed The Way I Trade Stocks
Forever
This is not normal. People just don't make this kind of money in the market every day … and that's true. They don't, I don't!
As you've seen in my Winning Trade System I make pretty good profits in the market. But nothing like this day. Days like this are
unusual to say the least, but they come along often enough that if you wanted to you could trade nothing else and make a pretty
good living at it.
And it's darn simple. It the most simple market setup I've ever seen.
I did make $47,692.27 in ONE DAY the FIRST TIME I took advantage of this “phenomenon” and this is a report on exactly how I
did it.
Most people will think it's impossible – at least for the average trader.
And the average trader is naturally skeptical because they don't make this kind of money and believe it to be impossible.
But I CERTIFY that what you are about to read really did happen. I did it with a REAL MONEY account – this is not paper trading.
Not one of the screenshots in this report are retouched, altered or modified as to the outcome in anyway.
Here's exactly what happened on the day of this case study:
A few years ago I noticed something 'odd' in the market. This 'oddity' occurs about 3 to 4 times each year in a normal market,
more frequently when the market starts to get volatile like it did from September 2008 to March of 2009.
I studied this phenomenon for about 2 years before I got the nerve to actually start trading it.
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